
Forex bonuses and promotions (No deposit bonus in Forex & in
Binary Options) I think that No deposit bonus in Forex Trading or in
Binary Options has more advantages and less disadvantages..i am
trading with Forex trading mostly, so i would like to talk about No
deposit Bonus in Forex. Advantages of No Deposit Bonus (You
can Start Trading Forex for Free!) When you get No Deposit
Bonus in Forex trading, then it provides you an opportunity to learn
Forex trading well without any investment and risk...you can apply
your knowledge, skills, and strategy on that no deposit bonus..so even
if you are unable to make any profit, still you will be able to sort out
mistakes in your Trading without any losses...More, if you are unable
to invest your own money, then-No Deposit bonus is the best for you
to start Forex trading and earn some real money without own money.
Thirdly, there are a lot of brokers in Forex trading market, so you
never know that whether they are reliable or not..so No deposit
Bonus will not only give you an idea that whether they are reliable or
not, but it will also help you in knowing their different rules..More,
you can also know that which broker has a fast execution of tradings,
withdrawal process and other things by Trying their No Deposit
Bonus..so its has more advantages rather than disadvantages.

Disadvantages for No deposit bonus (Disadvantages of Forex
Bonus)

When you try No deposit bonus in Forex trading, then you will always
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get use to free money, so you will always have a fear to invest your
own money and cannot trade freely. secondly. when you trade on no
deposit bonus, then will always take more risk , because you will feel
that its free money..so you cannot apply your own knowledge and
skills effectively... Same is the case with binary options.. so i can
conclude that No deposit bonus in both Forex trading and Binary
options has a lot of advantages, especially for newbies who wants to
learn about Forex trading or binary options. By Hidayat Ur rehman
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